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Abstract
This paper describes ~m experimented system for automatic
segmentation of lesions in crani~d Computed Tomography
(CT) hnages. The system performs nonn~dization to reduce
cupping ,-u’titact. converts CT dam to gray level images ,and
then extracts the region-of-interest. From this hnage, it
locates ,and v,’didates the lesion before segmenting ,and
delineating is performed. Fuzzy region, symmetric~d
measure and minimum directional-ch~mge technique are
used to enhance the accuracy of segmentation. The system
is applied on severa! CT brain images. The results ,are
encouraging with acceptable accuracy ,and consistency.

1 Introduction
Although visu~dization sofiwares ;tre currently available for
neurosurgery applications, the user is required to locate ,and
draw the lesion boun&u’y m~mu,’dly on ~dl the image slices
with the lesion. It would be useful if the lesion can be
automatically segmented. Then automatic 3-D visu,’dization
of the lesion can be achieved. Angular setting of the
stereotactic fr~une ~md suitable surgic~d probe insertion path
c,an be automatic~dly computed. The system will ~dso be
useful for robot-assisted stereotactic neurosurgery. This
paper describes the ~dgoritlun for automatic segmentation of
lesions in crani~d CT images developed ,and its
implementation.

In brain lesion segmentation, two bases of
approach ,are idenlified. In one approach, lesion is detected
based on the gross sylmnetrical property of the normal brain
anatomy such as the work by Tomita and Tsuji [1] in
detecting the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) regions and
abnonn~d low density regions. Another approach is to use
some image properties of the lesion that are different from
nonn~d brain anatomy [2, 3]. However, such approach is
m~dnly used in Magnetic Resonance (MR) images. The
contrast between normal and malignant tissue in CT images
is rather smaU [4]. In our work. the former approach is
used.

2 System Overview
Processing starts with the conversion of CT data to g~ty
level image using adaptive windowing. Then the region-of-
interest is extracted from the gray level CT image. Lesion
c~mdid’ttes are obtained by detecting for ~t~yJmnetrical
regions between the left ~md right hemispheres. Then the
lesion candid:ties rure validated to remove inv~did

candidates. The v,’did candidates form the seed for lesi
segmentation. Statistic~d parmneters that characterize l
lesion ,and norm~d tissue are computed and used duri
classification. Segmentation is performed using fuz
region ,and quadtree nearest-centroid classifier. Up
completion, the lesion will be outlined.

The lesion segmentation ~dgorithin should be ~d
to cater for vm-ious types of lesions. To locate the lesit
two ,assumptions are made to simplify the study. (1). 
gross anatomic,’d structure of the brain is symmetric~d ~do
the interhemispheric fissure. (2). Lesion has a relativ~
higher CT number comp,’u’ed to the norm~d brain tissl
Since ,all CT images for stereotactic neurosurgery procedt
,are cross-section,-d images, assumption (1) is v~did.
patient will be wearing a stereotactic frame and this
minimize the turning or tilting of the patient’s he~
Assumption (2) is made in this initizd study.

3 Conversion of CT Data
In the CT &tta. the CT number decreases g~tdu~dly from t
periphery to the center of the brain. This phenomena ex
in ,all CT scan images because of "cupping" ,artifact [5]. "
reduce the problem of cupping artifact, CT data
norm,’dized. At each point in the brain tissue region, t
distance to the center, dc. as well as the distance to t
outermos! edge of the brain region, de. is computed. Th~
nonmdization is done using Equation 1.

CT, o,,, = CTo~,~,,,,,, - af a-&-~¯ "~a,+a, / (I)
The nonn~dization factor. A. can be obtained by computiJ
the difference in the CT numbers between the brain tissue
the periphery and those near to the center. The vrdue
nonn~dization power, n. chosen in our experiment is
which is the same as the most frequently occurred power
the windowing function given by the Equation 2. T1
nonn~dizalion would then be apparent when the CT numb
is converted to g~ty level.

CT data is converted to 8-bit gray level usiJ
windowing process. An automatic ~daplive windowi!
,’dgoritlun w~m developed and implemented If
Adaptiveness is achieved by forcing the order of tl
function to be dependent on the window width. T!
pru’,’uneter window level is obudned from the mode of tl
CT data histogr~un while the window width can be obtaint
from the sp~m of the histogr~un which satisfies tl
percentage coverage ol the interested region.
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where

CT< L-WA

L- W~2 < CT < L

L<_CT<L+W~2

CT > L + W~2

P = Gray Level Value CT = CT Number
L = Window Level W = Window Width

,, = 1
k 120 }

(2)

Equation 2 obtained describe ,an adaptive windowing
function capable of producing good contrast CT images
from the given CT data automatically.

4 Extraction of ROI
Extraction of ROI is required so that the segmentation
process would not be ,affected by the presence of noise ,and
other unwanted anatomy such as the globes, optic nerves,
skin, fat ,and the crani~ bone.

We compute the br~fin center. From the center, the
brain region is then extracted by filling the lower CT
nmnber region. However, pixel aggregation ,and flood fill
algorithin c,annot be used as it will ,also fill the optic nerves
,and the globes. We developed a radial-fill algorithm to
overcome this problem. It moves spirally outward along the
periphery in accordance to a specified geometrical shape. At
each new pixel, the algorithin checks for a valid brain tissue
CT number and cormectedness before accepting it. Filling
will terminate when wdid brain tissue found zdong the
outer-most peripheral path do not occupy more than a
required minimum percentage of the total pixels. This
algoritlun is ,also able to give the dimension of the ROI ,and
maintain the symmetrical property of the ROI which is very
cruci,’d in our algoritlun. Filling is done on a mask image.
Morphological closing operation is then performed on the
mask image to remove any spurious pixels as well as
isolated holes in the mask due to calcification or hard metal
artifacts.

The ROI is obtained by using logical "AND"
operation between the gray level hnage obtained ,after
windowing ,and the m,xsk image.

5 Lesion Segmentation and Outline
The brain image is divided into tessellation of small
windows with a 50% overlap. For each small window
region on the left cerebral hemisphere, the mirror
equiv~dent for that sm~dl window on the right hemisphere is
,also located making up a window-pair. For each window-
pair to be wdid it must satisfy the following criteria:
(1). Both the windows at the left and right cerebnd

hemisphere must at least be 80% filled by non-
background pixels. This ensures that ~my asymmetry
due to the shape of the hum~m skull is not considered.

(2). The average gray level value of either windows must
exceed the minimum average gray level value of the

cerebral hemisphere. This is because only high
intensity lesions are considered at the moment.

For each wdid window-pair, the average gray level
difference and Fisher Distance (FD) is computed. FD gives
high weightage to the difference of averages when the
regions are homogeneous ,and lower weightage when they
are non-homogeneous. If both measures are above a
predetermined threshold obtained from the distribution of
normal br,ain tissue statistics, then the window with a
higher gray level average will be assigned as a lesion
candidate. If no lesion candi&ae is detected, then this stage
will report that no lesion is detected.

The candidates are recursively merged into blobs
using the 8-connectedness criteria. However, ,asymmetry
can ,also be caused by gyri, or sulci which is normal.
Therefore, the blobs have to be validated. We divide the
brain into four regions based on the distance to the center of
the brain. To cater for possible variation ,among patients,
fuzzy region is implemented and the distance-to-center
measured is normalized. For the k-th blob, with its center
located at (i,i) and the brain center is at (xm, Ym), then the
normalized distance to the center (ncxYk) is given by
Equation 3.

where BW = br,’fin width, BL = brain length
The membership of a blob to each region is given by the
membership function ,as defined in Figure I.

u

1.0 Region I Region2 Region3 Regiol~4

032 0.4 0.~ 0.64 O.U 0.~,

Fig.l Membership Function for Regionl to Region4

A fuzzy symmetric measure (fsm) is used 
indicate the degree to which each blob contains lesion. The
fsm is based on two features, the ,area ,and the average gray
level of the blob. The rules that govern both features are:
(1). The larger the ,area, the higher is the likelihood that the

blob contains lesion.
(2). The higher the gray level difference, the higher is the

likelihood that the blob contains lesion.
The fsm c,an be obtained using Equation 4.

n

E (WJ, A + W. J,(,)
fsm = ,°1 nEf’ (4)

1=|

where 3~ = membership to region i, n = number of region,
A = area measure, G = average gray level measure.
WA,WG = weightage for respective measure

The blob with the htrgest fsm is considered as the
blob with the highest degree of lesion. Any other blobs that
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satisfy the minimum fsm criteria and ,are close to the blob
with the largest fsm ,are then considered as vMid lesion
blobs. The rest of the blobs ,are not vMid. If no valid lesion
blob is detected, then "nonmd" condition is reported. Based
on the classification features, the range to which the lesion
extends is searched. The region obt~dned will then undergo
quadtree based classification. Such limited classification
minimizes the possibility of mis-classificluion, especildly
the regions which have ahnost the ~’une texture
characteristics as the lesion.

We used a quadtree based nearest-centroid
classifier to segment the lesion detected. Quadtree enables
the segmentation to be performed at vlwiable resolutions.
The nearest-centroid classification technique is used to
Itssign each pixel group obtained from the quadtree into the
correct class.

The completion of all previous surges will provide
a region to which lesion segmentation will be performed.
This region is then divided into tessellation of square
quadrants, R. Let n be the number of quad~,mts. Then for
the quadtree Idgoritlun, we have the following conditions:

(1) RinRj =gb for Ml i and j, i~j.
(2) P(Ri) = TRUE for i =1,2 ..... 
where P(Ri) = a predicate function over the

points in set Ri and ¢ = the null set.
The predicate functions used are mean and stan&trd
deviation of the lesion and nonnld br,ain tissue distributions.
The cim~ses used during segmentation are class lesion, class
nonnal-brldn, class indeterminate and class background.
When 75’~: or more of the pixels in any quadrant contain
background gray level vMue,’then that quadrant is .assigned
to the class background. If the minimum quadrant size is
reached, lind P(Ri) for that quadrant is still FALSE, then the
quadrant will be assigned to the class indeterminate. The
decision will then depend on the directionality condition
during the stage of lesion outline. Each quadrant that has
P(Ri) its TRUE will be assigned to class lesion or normal-
brain based on the property of the gray levels in that
quadrlmt. At each fuzzy brain region (its defined during
validating of the lesion clmdidates), the membership
function to the class lesion is defined. The lesion
membership functions are chosen in such it way that the
nearer the computed features are to the lesion seed features,
the higher is the vMidity of that region to class lesion.
Defuzzification of the lesion membership vldues from each
fuzzy brldn region will prtxluce the overldl lesion
membership vldue, ~tLT. by using Equation 5.

t!

i=(I i--l)

Membership to class normal-brain. ~tNB. is obtained by
negating the membership to class brldn. From the vldues of

BNB lind BLT of a quadrant, the assigmnent of that
quadrlmt to either class lesion or class nonnal-brMn can be
decided by the nearest centroid to the seed of the respective
class. The result of the chtssification is then written to

another file at which ,all pixels with similar class ¯
merged together. From this file, the outline of the lesion c
then be traced.

The tracing ,algorithm implemented is the sim1
boundary following algoritlun. Since the region obutir
from the ch’tssification output is Idways closed, boun&
linking is not required. A first trace is done by following 1
outline of the region covered by the class lesion a
indeterminate. Then, a second trltce is performed
following the boundary of the class lesion only. In t
tracing process, any sharp and spurious edges will
removed. The percentage of area in the second trltce to I
,area in the first trace indicates the homogeneity of I
lesion. A htrge percentage indicates that the lesion
homogeneous while a small percentage indicates that t
lesion is not homogeneous. For inhomogeneous lesion, t
class indeterminate will be considered as lesion. This
because such lesion hits a larger vltriation and the possibil
for the lesion pariuneter to be close to the class norm
brain is higher. However, for homogeneous lesion, the cl;
indeterminate is decided by performing a miniml
direction’d-change boundary tracing. This is true becat
the lesion tends to be compact especially if the lesion gro~
The algorithm for minimum directional-change tracing is
follows:
(1). Find the boundiu-y where the first trace and the seco

trace coincide.
(2). Find the end of the overlapping boundary. Compute t

direction of the trace.
(3). Determine the direction of the first and second trac

Compute the directionM-change with respect to t
direction obtMned in (2) using Equmion 

(4). Proceed Mong the trace that minimizes the directiol
change.

(5). Repeat (1) to (4) until the mice reaches the starti
point.

{k n ifk<n/2Direction_change = - k otherwise (6)

where k = I newdirection - olddirection I
n = number of direction

We used an eight-direction system (n = 8) where 
direction is labelled 1 to 8.

6 Implementation
We implemented the aigoritlun in a SUN Sparcstation IF
with 16Mbyte of primary memory. The processing time p
image required for a normal case is 20 seconds. For
pathologic case. the prtx:essing time is close to 38 secom
Processing thne for a whole dautset would typically be le
than 15 minutes. The processing speed achieved
acceptable and is pracvicld for actuM implementation as tl
neurosurgeons would not have to wail long for tl
segmentation results.

The Mgorittun was ev,’duated using 39 imag~
From these. 33 are correctly segmented or about 84.61’/,



the toted images. A s,’unple image is shown in Figure 2. A
breakdown of the result obtained is given in Tables 1 ,and 2.

Table 1 Cases of Correct Segmentation
Category l~umber of Cases
Nonnal 18
Pathologic 15
Tolzd Correct Seg, mentation 33

Table 2 Cases of Incorrect Se[[menhation
Category Number of Cases
Under-estimate 1
Over-eslhnate 1
False Negative 2
False Positive 1
Wrongly detected lesion 1
Toud Incorrect Segmentation 6

Such results ,are very encouraging considering the quality of
the CT images ,and the fact that most of the incorrect
segmentation is due to artifacts in the images. Furthermore,
we believe that the result will be better when more cases ,are
tested as the percentage of images with ,artifacts will be
lower.

Several limitations of the proposed algorithm are
identified. A perfectly symmetric,at lesion will be regarded
as normal. However, such lesion is seldom encountered ,as
the br~dn is sepm’ated into two halves by the
interhemispheric fissure. Small lesions especially those at
the br~fin periphery ,and lesions with ch,’u’acteristics ,almost
similar to nonn,’d brain tissue cannot be detected accurately.
Similarly, images with artifacts, particularly streak artifacts,
degrades the performance of the system.

The advantages of the proposed system are that
segmentation of brain lesion in ,axial CT images is fully
automatic. Neurosurgeons ,’ire only required to verify the
segmentation results. This drastically reduces the time
spend by neurosurgeons to outline the lesion manu,ally.
Moreover. this system provides a link for visualization
software to realize automatic lesion modeling, entry path
planning for surgic~d probes ,and stereotactic fr,’une settings.

The system is ~dso useful for robot-assisted stereotactic
neurosurgery.

7 Conclusion
We have presented a fully automatic approach to segment
lesion from normal br,’fin tissue in medical CT images. An
automatic windowing system is developed ,and CT number
norm,’dization is shown to be useful in reducing "cupping"
,artifacts. The region-of-interest is segmented using a
progressive strategy. The ambiguity in lesion segmentation
is solved by detecting the lesion using the ~tsymmetrical
approach ,and segmenting using a quadtree b,’tsed nearest-
centroid classifier together with fuzzy concepts. A
minimum directional-change approach is developed to
delineate the lesion boundary that has been segmented.
Results of the prototype system implemented is very
encouraging, with acceptable accuracy ,and consistency.
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(a) CT hnage ~ffter windowing (b) Image ,after ROI extraction (c) Lesion segmented
Figure 2 Segmentation Result Obtained from a Pathologic Case
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